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Multiparadigm Constraint Programming Languages (Cognitive Technologies)Springer, 2011

	"Modeling" has become one of the primary concerns in modern Software
	Engineering. The reason is simple: starting development processes from clear
	and succinct models has proven to foster not only quality but also productivity.
	With the advance of modeling there also came a desire for automatic code
	generation from models....


		

Professional Search Engine Optimization with PHP: A Developer's Guide to SEOWrox Press, 2007
Professional Search Engine Optimization with PHP
    

    Search engine optimization (SEO) is not only the job of the marketing department. It must be considered from a web site's inception and throughout its lifetime by you, the web site developer. Making changes to the architecture of a web site and modifying presentation techniques...


		

Introduction to Finite Element Analysis Using MATLAB® and AbaqusCRC Press, 2013

	
		There are some books that target the theory of the finite element, while others focus on the programming side of things. Introduction to Finite Element Analysis Using MATLAB® and Abaqus accomplishes both. This book teaches the first principles of the finite element method. It presents the theory of the finite...







		

Developing Analytic Talent: Becoming a Data ScientistJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Learn what it takes to succeed in the the most in-demand tech job


	Harvard Business Review calls it the sexiest tech job of the 21st century. Data scientists are in demand, and this unique book shows you exactly what employers want and the skill set that separates the quality data scientist from other talented IT...


		

Textbook of Physical Diagnosis: History and Examination With STUDENT CONSULT Online Access, 5e (Textbook of Physical Diagnosis (Swartz))Saunders, 2005

	For more than a decade, Textbook of Physical Diagnosis has detailed how to derive the maximum diagnostic information from interviewing and examining patients. Now the text that has been labeled "the Gray's Anatomy of physical diagnosis" returns in a New Edition that continues to emphasize a "patient first" philosophy....


		

R Reference Manual: Base Package, Vol. 1Network Theory, 2003

	This manual is the first volume of the reference documentation for R, a powerful free environment for statistical computing and graphics. The main commands of the base package of R are described in this volume. A second companion volume "The R Reference Manual - Base Package - Volume 2" (ISBN 0-9546120-1-9) covers the R commands for...





		

Core Python Programming (Prentice Hall Ptr Core Series)Prentice Hall, 2000
Python is an Internet and systems programming language that is soaring in popularity in today's fast-paced software development environment, and no wonder: it's   simple (yet robust), object-oriented (yet can be used as a procedural language), extensible, scalable and features an easy to learn syntax that is clear and concise.   Python combines the...

		

Joomla! 1.5 SEOPackt Publishing, 2009
Some sites always appear at the top of a search result while others fail to even make it to the top ten. Wouldn't you want to see your site on the first page of any search result? This is not easily feasible if you are depending solely on the marketing guys whom you hire for SEO.

Joomla! SEO will help you to attract more visitors and...

		

Great Events From History: The 20th Century, 1941-1970Salem Press, 2007
This is a unique resource: Nothing is comparable with this much depth or numbers that covers so many 20th century events.??AAGreat Events from History: The Twentieth Century, 1941-1970??AA, is the ninth installment in Salem Press' ongoing ??AAGreat Events from History??AA series. This six-volume set contains 1,112 essays on more than 1,100...






		

Pro JavaScript Techniques: Second EditionApress, 2015

	Pro JavaScript Techniques is the ultimate JavaScript book for today's web developer. It provides everything you need to know about modern JavaScript, and teaches you what JavaScript can do for your web sites. This book doesn't waste any time looking at things you already know, but instead concentrates on fundamental, vital...


		

Introduction to Search Engine Marketing and AdWords: A Guide for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2017

	Use Google's AdWords to create your ads. Each chapter goes beyond the tool itself, discussing helpful resources and important issues to keep in mind.  If you are completely new to search engine marketing and AdWords and you want to learn the basics, this guide will introduce you to the content quickly.
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Programming Ruby 1.9 & 2.0: The Pragmatic Programmers' Guide (The Facets of Ruby)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		Ruby is the fastest growing and most exciting dynamic language out there. If you need to get working programs delivered fast, you should add Ruby to your toolbox.

		

		This book is the only complete reference for both Ruby 1.9 and Ruby 2.0, the very latest version of Ruby.

		

		2013 marks the 20th...
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